


Super Mom's Solutions
We are here to redefine the dependecies and make something truly 
decentralized. Super Mom is the Antidote to Rugging and Ma-
nipulators!

CONVENIENCE
Our community-driven token is something in which everyone can partake and truly dis-
cover the full potential.

SMART MANAGEMENT
Everything is governed by our automatized smart contract, therefore we completely 
exclude the possibility of rugging or exploits.

COMPLIANCE
Our tokenomics allow a system of continuous Buybacks, Burns and Distributions. There-
fore, long term holders are highly rewarded and the early-sellers are only losing a huge 
potential.

TRANSPARENCY
Locked Liquidity, Renounced Ownership and No Team Tokens are only 
a few of our Transparency Principles. We are here to introduce some-
thing absolutely unseen and rug proof.



Transaction Distribution
We invented a system which can maintain itself and reward conse-
quently its investors in multiple ways.

Total supply:
5 Billion tokens Automatic Burn:

1%

Initial burn:
80% Redistribution:

4%

Add to liquidity:
4% Marketing fee:

2%



ROADMAP

HEAVY MARKETING
Concept making
PooCoin ads marketing
Deployment and verification
DxSale deployment

DEVELOPMENT
Multiple partnerships
Twitter 1,000 followers
Telegram 2,000 followers
Updated website

LISTINGS
Binance Listing
Further Marketing
Merch sale
Instagram influecers marketing



Legal Disclaimer: The information provided on this website does not 
constitute investment advice, financial advice, trading advice, or any 
other sort of advice and you should not treat any of the website's content 
as such. The Super Mom team does not recommend that any cryptocur-
rency should be bought, sold, or held by you. Do conduct your own due 
diligence and consult your financial advisor before making any invest-
ment decisions. By purchasing Super Mom, you agree that you are not 
purchasing a security or investment and you agree to hold the team harm-
less and not liable for any losses or taxes you may incur. You also agree 
that the team is presenting the token "as is" and is not required to provide 
any support or services. You should have no expectation of any form from 
Super Mom and its team. Although Super Mom is an experimental token 
for social experiment and not a digital currency, the team strongly recom-
mends that United States persons do not purchase it because the team 
cannot ensure compliance with United States regulations. Always make 
sure that you are in compliance with your local laws and regulations 
before you make any purchase. The team of this website and of the relat-
ed project presented on this website or on the associated links or any 
linked websites or social platforms reserves the right to change the terms, 
content, conditions and goals at any time without prior notice. The team 
is not to be held liable for any damages, including but not limited to any 
indirect or secondary damage, which may be caused by entering or using 
this website, its information and content or any associated links, any 
linked websites or social platforms arising from this project itself and all 
its possible changes, outcome and its development.
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